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Gloucester cAthedrAl, Formerly st peters ABBey

ArchAeoloGIcAl report oN WorKs to the North-eAst trANsept 
turret ANd spIre 2006 

Gloucester cathedral Archaeological report Archive number 2006/F
cathedral project number 1900-5095/1

summary

The transepts of Gloucester cathedral, formerly st Peters abbey, were built in the late 11th 
century. Each transept has turrets at the outer corners whose upper stages were raised in the 
12th century. Each turret  received a parapet and spire, of various designs, in the 14th  century. In 
2006-7 the whole of the spire and parapet of the north-east turret were dismantled and replaced. 
recording of the repairs showed that the upper string courses of the turret were originally in 
green sandstone, forming a decorative stripe (the same decoration has been observed on the two 
southern transeptal turrets). The sandstone had been replaced in the 19th century with Bath stone. 
Detail was recorded of the building methods and masonry techniques of the medieval masons. 
Wooden 14th-century scaffolding beams were also recorded.
acknoWlEDGEmEnTs

this report could not have been written without the ability and informed enthusiasm of the cathedral 
masons, who made important observations and took many of the photographs. I especially wish to thank 
pascal mychalysin, master mason, and david lamb, foreman mason for this project.  I am also grateful to 
Arthur price for giving his time to comment on the spire stones.

InTroDucTIon

The north-west turret and spire of the cathedral transept were identified in the 1998 Quinquennial Report as 
needing repair. the quinquennial inspection in June 2003 showed the spire to be in poor condition, partly 
due to a lightening strike. In september 2003 a temporary repair was inserted into the spire, in the form 
of stainless steel stays on the interior. In 2006 application was made to the Fabric Advisory committee to 
repair the turret and renew the whole spire.1 the application was approved on 8 march 2006.2

The application included an archaeological specification which is appended to this report (Appendix 1).

1 stainburn taylor michael reardon: Gloucester cathedral: application to Fac: repairs to north Transept north-
East Turret, February 2006. Job number 1900-5095.
2 Application 109, agreed at meeting no 71 of Gloucester cathedral Fabric Advisory committee
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GEnEral DEscrIPTIon anD chronoloGy

The plan and much of the superstructure of the north transept belong to the first phase of construction 
of the romanesque church, whose foundation stone was laid in 1089. It is usually accepted that the 
eastern arm of the church, including both transepts, was completed by the time of the consecration in 
1100 (Wilson 1985). 

the design comprised a three-storey choir, with wall passages at triforium and clerestorey level 
continuing around both transepts and terminating at the stair turrets in both the north-west corner of the 
north transept and the south-west corner of the south. these passages have now been disrupted by the 
insertion of 14th century windows, but the staircases preserve the openings of the original romanesque 
arrangements (Wilson 1985, 70-73).

during the great rebuilding of the abbey in the 14th century, both transepts had large windows inserted, 
the walls were slightly raised, parapets added, and spires (instead – presumably - of low pyramid roofs) 
added to the turrets. The insertion of the large windows in both transepts (the north and west windows 
of the north transept and the south and west windows of the south transept) was contrived by thinning 
down the nearly 2m thick transept walls and retaining as a buttress the full masonry thickness where it 
adjoined the towers. the romanesque gable-ends were taken down and rebuilt, perhaps fairly exactly, 
since the courses of the present gable ends align with the Romanesque detail they contain (Figs 1 and 2). 
the thinning-down of the gable walls meant that the gable positions were moved inwards in the 14th-
century arrangement (Ashwell 1985, 114).

The profile of the gable-ends retains a steep-pitched Romanesque roof line. The reten tion of the 
Romanesque profile made full use of the Romanesque gable stones (Ashwell 1985, 114) and could even 
have reused the timbers of the romanesque roof. this 14th century roof was replaced a century or so 
later by a shallower pitched roof (the north transept roof, before its replacement in the 20th century, was 
late medieval: Ashwell nd figs 197-9 and drawing; Heighway 1996, 77)). 

each of the four transept turrets is slightly different, in respect of romanesque and 14th-century work 
(Figs 3-8). The Romanesque parts of the two southern turrets are, as one would expect,  similar and 
form a pair: the two northern turrets also form a pair. the northern pair differ from the southern ones in, 
for instance, not having blind arches within the overlapping arcading. Appendix 2 compares the design 
details of all four turrets.

The upper part – the top two stages – of the south transept south-west turret (above about 36m AOD) 
may originally have been of timber. If so, it was soon reconstructed in stone, and then rebuilt again in 
the 12th century (Bagshaw 2002, 3-4). A rebuilding is suggested by the fact that a different mortar was 
used in the top two stages and stone from an earlier structure was re-used; also the upper two stages of 
the turret used smaller, more accurately cut blockwork. 

the string-course separating the two upper stages of the south-west turret was originally of green 
sandstone, creating a decorative contrasting stripe, but this was replaced in the 19th century with Bath 
stone (Bagshaw 2002, 6). Some evidence of a similar sandstone banding was seen in the south-east 
transept turret, and unequivocal evidence of a similar band was observed on the north-east turret (Figs 
9, 10 and 12). 

DocumEnTary EvIDEncE For PasT rEPaIrs

The 19th century Architects’ Log Books and Clerk of Works Day Books (Cathedral Library MS 53, p. 
78; MS 54, p 52, 56, 60, 64, 72, 76-81; CW vols 6 (1912), 14 (1961)) provide information concerning the 
north transept. Written records go back no further than the early 1800s, although the fabric itself shows 
evidence of repair in the late 18th century.

In 1855 the north transept was in poor condition as to parapets buttresses and copings. In 1874 the 
proposal to insert new glass in the north window of the north transept occasioned concern about the state 
of the window, which had to be repaired. the opportunity was taken to repair the whole of the north 
transept north front and as much as possible of the two northern turrets. most of the work consisted 
of repointing, with some stone replacement. Settlement had broken the iron bar (thought to have been 
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inserted in the 14th century) which passed through the springing of the arch of the north window. Further 
iron ties, still visible in the north transept roof space, were inserted over the north window. In 1878 the 
‘general repair and pointing’ of the north-east turret was intended to be carried out, though only after the 
pinnacles of the main tower were done, so the north-east turret may have been repaired rather later.

the Victorian repairs may have used some Bath stone, as in many other parts of the cathedral church: 
however from about 1875 painswick stone from plantation or catsbrain quarries was also being used.

the north-west turret of the north transept was repaired in 1995 and observations made at the time 
(Gloucester Cathedral Archaeological Reports 95/D).

ThE norTh-EasT TurrET 

the north-east turret had undergone very little in the way of repairs, so that nearly all of it consisted of the 
original stone. this is no doubt due to its sheltered position away from westerly winds. like the southern 
turrets, it showed re-used Romanesque detail in its upper two stages (Figs 13 and 26). 

The lower levels of the turret, below string course S1 (Figs 1, 2 and 9) are assumed to be of the late 
11th century. the two upper stages, like the south transept south-west turret, are of smaller blockwork 
and incorporate re-used chevron and rolls and so may be of the early 12th century. one major difference 
between the southern pairs and northern pairs of turrets is that on the southern two, the string-course which 
marks the junction between the late 11th and early 12th century work is at the level of the 14th-century 
parapet; on the northern pair the same string course (S1) is 2 metres lower than that parapet. Evidently the 
southern turrets were built to a higher level in the late 11th century than those on the north.

The parapets and spires of the turrets (Figs 9-11, S3, S4 and above) are 14th century. 

Petrology
The petrology survey (Figs 13-14) was done by Pascal Mychalysin, and identifications during the work 
were also undertaken by Arthur price. the pinnacle was a Victorian replacement in painswick stone: most 
of the spire was medieval painswick. the broaching stones are minchinhampton weatherstone, thought to 
be the earliest example of use of this type of stone. the string-course mouldings had been replaced in the 
Victorian period but otherwise most of the fabric was medieval.  

the 14th-century work shows a much greater variety of stones used. the 14th-century parapet course 
(S3 and S4 on Fig 9) had been levelled up with building material, including stone tiles from the Stonesfield 
Slate series (presents, not pentle), and sandstone tiles (Fig 24). Both types of tile had holes, some with the 
remains of pegs, and so consisted of roofing materials being discarded at the time. (The sandstone tiles 
might have been Roman, but this is unlikely judging by the peg-hole sizes.) The core of the parapet level 
included a variety of stone of different kinds including Stonesfield slate, Middle Lias Marlstone (one lump 
burnt), lias, and purple and grey sandstone tiles.

pascal mychalysin, master mason, points out that the painswick stone used in the spire has iron oxide 
inclusions which identify it as similar to stone used in 15th-century work on the west end and the tower. 

The spire and parapet
The spire, crenellated parapet (S4), and moulding course below that (S3), all fourteenth century, were 
removed in June 2006. A photographic record was made, mostly by the masons, before and during the 
dismantling, and a drawn record was made after the spire had been removed (Figs 17, 19). 

the crenellated course s4 of the parapet is ingeniously designed to disguise the fact the turret is not 
square, and so the parapet carrying the octagonal spire has a wider offset on the west and east sides than it 
does on the north and south (Fig 10). A rough platform of stone slabs formed a floor inside the spire: the 
platform surmounted mortar packing of a distinctive white charcoal-flecked mortar (13) which is similar to 
that forming the vault of the stair. Set in (13) was a moulded stone (7) with exactly the same profile as the 
lower moulding of the parapet. the masons could see no fault in this stone and it remains a mystery why 
it should have been brought up the turret and then remained unused. A chamfered stone (1) in the same 
context is possibly romanesque and part of the considerable collection of re-used romanesque material in 
the upper part of the turret, mentioned above. A romanesque roll with vertical tooling re-used in the same 
context was burnt on its outer curved face: reddening from burning is a distinctive feature of much of the 
earliest romanesque fabric at the cathedral.

The medieval masons constructing the parapet encountered the difficulty that the turret was not level: the 
whole turret tilts to the north. to correct this the parapet course had been levelled up, initially with wooden 
wedges (Fig 21). These were of willow and cut from a branch 2.5 cm in diameter, probably less than 10 
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years old when used (Appendix 3). After levelling with these the course had been packed with thin stone including 
stone and sandstone roof tiles (see above, Petrology) (Figs 22-23).

The corbels
on the west elevation of the north-east turret, outside the 14th-century parapet, at 38.8 m Aod, is a corbel let into 
the 12th century fabric (Figs 2 and 15). There is a slight indication that there was once a corbel in a similar position 
on the west elevation. these corbels supported a structure that predated the parapet and they are evidently inserted 
into the 12th century turret. their purpose is unclear but they may have been necessary for the 14th century 
building works.

The timbers
during the dismantling it was discovered that stones in the top romanesque course on the east and the west sides 
of the turret were actually the blocking stones of holes for two elm timbers which passed through the entire turret 
from west to east (9 and 10 on FIG 16). The timbers, seriously decayed and beetle-eaten, had originally been 
12.5 x 12 cm (4½ x 5 inches). Both were encased within the mortar ((3) and (13)) of the 14th century rebuild, 
and the southern timber (10) had been cut through by the upper shaft of the spiral turret stair. A radio-carbon date 
(Appendix 5) gave a date of AD1280 to 1400 to two standard deviations. It is clear that the timbers acted as the base 
for the scaffolding for the building of the spire. since they pass right through the turret, they would have provided 
a strong cantilevered base for cross-members on the outside of the tower. they were inserted into the romanesque 
course of stone by taking the place of one of the romanesque blocks: they were therefore invisible as putlog holes 
because they fitted seamlessly with the Romanesque coursing. The masons in 2006 removed and re-mortared this 
romanesque course. perhaps surprisingly no masons marks were observed, except for an indeterminate III and a 
scratched graffito (Fig 16). 

one of the stones blocking the ends of the timbers was of Bath stone and so a Victorian replacement. probably 
the original timbers (being on completion of the 14th century work well-mortared into the fabric) were sawn off 
flush with the outer masonry, and the holes mortared: the cavities would be blocked with stones later when the 
timber ends decayed. 

Detailed analysis of the spire stones
After dismantling the spire was recorded on the ground by Arthur price and carolyn heighway, and subsequently 
a detailed drawn and photographic record was done by darran muddiman of cotswold Archaeology. 

darran muddiman’s record shows that the individual stones of the crenellated course s4 were marked at each end 
with Roman numerals (like carpenters’ marks); these ran in sequence from I to VIII clockwise (stones 1c to 10c of 
the Cotswold Archaeology record). Not all the stones were so marked. Most were covered in mortar when brought 
down and their original assembly marks were only apparent when the mortar was cleaned off. consequently it 
proved impossible to locate each stone’s position in the spire. however, of the 53 stones which formed the spire 
(omitting the crenellated course) only 9 carried assembly marks, a few from each course. It is not clear why this 
was, perhaps the stones could be used in more than one position in the course. It is also true that upper face of the 
stones sometimes carried faint scribed setting-out marks which do not show up on photographs but were no doubt 
plainly visible to the 14th-century masons. 

pascal mychalysin, the cathedral master mason, noticed very striking individual techniques used in this single 
structure, indicating different workmen (‘journeymen?’) with different traditions of stone use, in contrast to 
Victorian work which is much more standardised. 

Toolmarks are evidence of the tools used (Figs 28-30) including ordinary chisel, toothed chisel, axe and saw. 
one section of the cone had been sawn leaving a ridge at the apex between two cut marks: the ‘curf’ of the saw 
was about 5mm.

An axe blade 8 cm wide was used to cut out a monolithic turret block from the top of the spire (a Victorian 
replacement) (Fig 28). 

the Victorian spire-tip has been sold to be used as a garden ornament at highnam court. other stones are also 
likely to be sold.

the masons were careful to insert coins and other items under the new work to mark their date for future 
generations. A record of the masons names is to be inserted inside the new spire.
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The spiral staircase
An upper portion of the spiral staircase must have been added when the spire was built. Not only does 
the head of the door near the top of the stair protrude into the level of the 14th-century work (Fig 20) but 
the stones of the stair wall are quite thin (2.5-3 cms) and packed in with material from the 14th-century 
rebuilding. It is not clear is how much of the staircase is 14th century. If, as seems to be the case, the upper 
stages of the turret are 12th century, then the top part of the stair should have been built then. there is a 
change in newel size about a metre below string course S1, the top of the 11th century build; however there 
is no sign of any change in the vaulting material, a pale mortar with big pebbles in it. It is possible that the 
stair was re-vaulted. 

Graffiti in the spire
Inside the spire (and obscured by the 21st century metal strips) the following names and/or dates had been 
scratched in the soot (Figs 42-49).

e Kem

W d shheppen

A N pender

Tirlittert [?]
1830

G Bonnor [circled, with a date below the circle which may be added later] 1857

phillips
1836
I Ropkin [or Popkin]

draper

C D[-]
185- [name and date obscured by steel tie]

[extensive text in italic script – not legible and partly covered by steel tie]

I morgan

Mon 23[-]
1855

F C[ - ]
185[-] [obscured]

W NORI[-]
1856

It is interesting to see the name Bonnor, but the apparent date and the initial do not accord with the engraver 
and illustrator who drew many views of Gloucester Cathedral (Bonnor 1796).
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the repairs and conservation were undertaken according to surveys and proposals prepared by Ian 
stainburn, cathedral Architect. stainburn taylor, architects, provided sets of drawings to form a 
base for archaeological recording. the photogrammetry on which many drawings are based is from 
an original survey by Atkins Amc.

much of the information for this report was provided by the masons’ team at Gloucester cathedral 
whose knowledge and powers of observation have been essential. In particular, stone identifications 
were made by pascal mychalysin, master mason, and important details were recorded by the 
foreman mason on this project, david lamb, and his team. the masons also took many of the 
photographs. 
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0 5mLate 11th century

Early 12th century

14th century: parapets and spires, also 
gable and north window.

Romanesque details reused in 14th 
century elevation

NORTH TRANSEPT
The North Elevation, Interpretation

(NE Turret to the Left)

43m AOD

String
Course

S2

Crenellated Course S4

Parapet Course S3

String
Course

S1

38.8m
Corbel

Level

40m

1
North elevation of north transept: interpretation to show dates of construction of different elements. drawing: Gemma 
Bryant
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0 2m

Early 12th century

14th century parapet and spire.

Inserted corbel

NORTH TRANSEPT NE TURRET
West Elevation Showing Interpretation 

(excluding 19th C & later repairs)

12th century green
sandstone band replaced
in 19th Century with oolite.

Inserted corbel

2
the north-east turret of the north transept: interpretation to show dates of construction of different elements. 
drawing: Gemma Bryant.
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3
F S Waller’s drawings of the north transept north-west turret (left) and the south transept south-west turret (right). The 
southern turrets had a rather more elaborate design. The purpose of the (apparently original) door in the north-west turret 
is unknown. From Waller, General Architectural Description of Gloucester Cathedral (London 1856), plates 11 and 13.

4
south transept 
south-west turret 
photographed 
2006. photograph  
p1000904.

5
North transept 
north-west turret, 
photographed 
2006. photograph 
p1000910.
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6
south transept south-east turret in 
2006, having been restored in 2005. 
photograph p1000905.

7 
North transept north-west turret 
from the north-west in 2006.  
photo p1000910. 

8
North transept north-west turret 
from the east during 2006 works 
to the north-east turret. photograph  
p1000902.
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9
the west elevation of the north-east turret to show labelling of the string 
courses. scale: 1:100. unlike the two southern turrets, string course s1 is 
about 2m below 14th-century parapet level: cf fig 00 on previous page. 

11
moulding of string course s2. 

10
The north east turret, moulding profiles of 
the two parapet courses S3 (below) and 
S4. The profile of the crenellated upper 
course s4 has a wider offset on west and 
east than it does on the north and south—
hence the additional dashed profile. 
Traced by C Heighway from the profile 
drawing by pascal mychalysin.
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12
the west side of string course s2, after the Bath stone of the string course had been cut out, 
showing remains of the sandstone in the backing mortar. traces of sandstone were noted all round 
this course of stone. photo: david lamb
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13
the petrology of the north and east elevations: survey by pascal mychalysin. Note various re-used pieces of 
masonry with chevron and other ornament; also multiple cracks in the spire.
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14
the petrology of the west and south elevations: survey by pascal mychalysin.  multiple cracks in the spire are 
also recorded.
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15
on the west elevation of the north-east turret, outside the 14th-century parapet, is a corbel let into the 12th-century 
fabric at 38.8 m Aod. this feature appears to predate the 14th-century parapet. Its purpose is unknown but it may be 
related to the doubtless extensive engineering works which were entailed in the 14th-century reconstruction. photo: rita 
dawe. scaffolding lift 6, west side.  photo no 2006-05-24 020.
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16
plan of the north-east turret after demolition of the spire, at 43.1 Aod, just above the highest romanesque course of 
masonry, just below string course S3. Wooden beams (9) and (10) were packed in with layers (3) and (13), white mortar 
with charcoal inclusions. The staircase had cut through scaffolding beam (10), and so the upper part of the stair must 
have been built in the 14th century. Stone (7) is the profile of string-course S3: it is not clear why this stone was never 
used. (1) is a plain chamfer stone, re-used in the 14th century packing material. For sections A, B and C see subsequent 
figures. Drawing: Gemma Bryant.
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17
Section A (for position see Fig 00) recorded during the dismantling of the parapet courses S3 and S4. Layer (5) is the 
very hard Victorian mortar containing angular stone chips which formed a floor to the interior of the spire. Layer (4) 
consisted of loose sandy grey rubble. (13) was a white mortar with sparse but large charcoal inclusions: similar mortar 
can be seen in the underside of the staircase vault. The parapet stone (10) seems to have been surplus to requirements, 
and was re-used in the 14th century packing, although there seems to be no flaw in the stone. Drawing: Gemma Bryant.
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18
View westwards of the turret as planned in Fig 
16, after removal of the parapet courses, s3 and 
S4. The Victorian floor at the centre is layer (5). 
the stone marked e6 blocks the space occupied 
by the scaffolding beam (9). Photograph 
24072006/p1000614.

19
View northwards of the stairwell after removal 
of the parapet stones of the spire. photograph 
24072006/p1000628.
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20
sections B and c, position see Figure 16. The stairwell arch as well as the floors of the spire and top steps are all 
higher than the level of the top romanesque course, and so must be 14th century. drawing: Gemma Bryant.

3

1

6

43.1m AOD

Wall of
Stairwell

1m 2m0m

Wall of
Stairwell

Level of
Beam

Step

Step

Step

Newel

SECTION B

EASTWEST

EASTWEST

Wall of stairwell
made of very
narrow ‘slates’
2-3 cm thick

SECTION C

3m
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21
Wedge of willow used by the 14th-century 
masons to level up the courses of s3 to 
correct the tilt of the turret. scale in cms. 
photograph 19072006/p1000569.

22
West side of the turret showing the scaffolding 
beam (9) as first disclosed with its blocking 
stone. Stone (7) on the right. Photograph 
19072006/p1000575.

23
scaffolding beams set in top course of 
romanesque masonry, after removal. Above: 
(9) from north side, below (10) from south 
side. scale divisions cms/10cms. the beam was 
identified as elm, which had about 15 moderately 
fast-grown growth rings. photograph: 03082006/
p1000659.
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22
the parapet course s3 and s4 on the 
west and east side was levelled up 
with stone roof tiles, one of which 
retained its wooden peg. the tiles 
are Stonesfield slate, probably from 
a quarry at high Brotheridge. photo: 
dA/ p1000562.

23
sandstone tiles used as levelling in between 
parapet courses s3 and s4. photo: dA/ 
2006-05-03 027.

24 
chevron ornament re-used in the 
east face of the turret: see petrology 
diagram for position. photo:  2006-06-
15 017.
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27 
The turret with most of the upper courses dis-
mantled. The steel ties were inserted in 2003. 
Photo no: 2006-06-15 029 
 

28 
The monolithic block from near the top of the spire. An axe blade 8 cm wide was used 
to cut out the block. This stone was a Victorian replacement. Photo: ne turret disman-
tled/ P1000523. 
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30   
One section of the cone had been 
sawn leaving a ridge at the apex 
between two cut marks: the 
‘curf’ of the saw was about 
5mm. Chalk-marks Pascal’s. 
Photo: P1000528 

29 
Photo: P1000529 Detail of saw 
evidence: see next caption 
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31 
Chisel marks on the stone as keying for mortar. Photo: P1000526. 

32 
Marks of late 
medieval claw 
axe. Photo: 
P1000513 
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33 and 34  
Examples of the location-marking of stones. Photos: P1000515; P1000519 
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35 
Another example of a location-mark. Note 
on the left of the stone the hard ridge which 
represents Victorian cement pointing. 
Photo: P1000527 

36 
Location mark on the parapet stones. The 
numbering is in Roman numerals and goes 
clockwise. Photo: P1000520 
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37 
Parapet-stone numbered V and VI. 
Note adze marks. Photo: P1000524 

38 
This parapet stone was numbered VII, and 
IIIIIIII.  Photo: P1000531 
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39 
The circular hole was probably drilled for 
Victorian scaffolding. It is plugged by a 
neat circle of stone and cemented in with 
very hard Victorian cement mortar.  
Photo:  240606 017 

40 
The broaching stone forming the corner of the turret, making rectangle into octagon.  
This is of ‘Minchinhampton’ stone, possibly the earliest use of this type of weather-
stone. Photo: 240606 021 
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41  
Graffiti inside the spire. Chalk marks of 2006.Photo: DSCF 0674 

42 
Graffiti inside the spire. Chalk marks 
of 2006. Photo: DSCF 0675. 

43 
Graffiti inside the spire. Chalk 
marks of 2006.  Note the name 
‘Bonnor’ in the lower right hand 
quadrant of the picture. DSCF 0683 
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45 
Graffiti inside tower.  Photo: 
DSCF 0689.  

44 
Graffiti inside spire. Photo: 
DSCF0685. Chalk marks of 2006. 
 

46 
Graffiti inside tower.  Chalk 
marks 2006. Photo: DSCF 
0684. 
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48  
Graffiti inside spire. Photo: DSCF 0694 

47 
Graffiti inside spire. Photo: DSCF 0693 

49 
Graffiti inside spire. Photo: DSCF 0696 
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50 
The topping out ceremony for the new 
spire on 23 March 2007.  

51 
Pascal Mychalysin’s design for the new spire.  

52 
The finished spire viewed from the north. 



APPENDIX 1 
 

GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL 
NORTH TRANSEPT NORTH EAST TURRET 

BRIEF FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDING 
CATHEDRAL PROJECT  1900-5095 

 
C M Heighway 

Archaeological Consultant 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDING  
1. The photogrammetry survey of all four faces of the turret should be checked for 

accuracy: for instance that stone joints are shown in the correct place. Any 
blanks in the survey should be completed.  

2. A series of drawings should be prepared based on the survey (scale 1:20 
recommended) 

a: historic details  
 Record should be made of such details as: putlog holes, fixing cramps, major 

splits or cracks in the masonry; masons marks, and graffiti. Masons marks 
should be marked on the overall drawing and a 1:1 tracing be done of these if 
thought necessary. (A recording session after cleaning will be necessary as this 
process inevitably shows up details previously obscured.) Other evidence which 
might come to light includes evidence of carved stone reused, re-used Roman 
material (particularly fired tile/brick: tile and brick found in the 12th century 
fabric usually consist of Roman materials): evidence of quarrying or of lifting 
gear. 

b: petrology 
 A separate drawing should show the stone types of the areas to be repaired. 

Stone types can be identified with the help of the masons. 
c. interpretation 
 A final interpretative drawing of the development of the structure. This will be a 

more refined version of the interpretation sketch attached to this document.  
3.  A final report will be prepared summarising the findings. This will be prepared 

by the archaeological contractor and edited by the Consultant Archaeologist. The 
record drawings should be presented in hard copy and in electronic form. Ten 
copies of the report will be prepared.  



APPENDIX 2 
TABLE 1: The four Romanesque transept turrets at Gloucester Cathedral:  

comparison of design details. 
STAGE SW TURRET SE TURRET NW TURRET NE TURRET 
TOP TIER  
(FIRST BELOW 
SPIRE) 

S face: blind arcading 3 
bays with capitals, 
outward pointing chevron 
on arch only. 
 
Round-headed small 
window (for stair?) 
 
[photo 904] 

S face: blind arcading 3 
bays with capitals, 
outward pointing chevron 
on arch only 
 
NE and SW corner of top 
2 tiers finished with one 
continuous roll moulding 
with no break for the 
string course. [photo 903, 
905] 
 
Round-headed small 
window in centre bay (for 
stair) 

N face: Blind arcading 3 
bays without capitals with 
2 orders of staggered 
billet.  
 
Base string course slopes 
out [photo 910] 

N. face. Blind arcading 3 
bays without capitals with 
one order of outward-
pointing chevron.  
 
NW corner of top two 
tiers finished with one 
cont-inuous roll-moulding 
with no break for the 
string course.  
 
No round moulding on SE 
corner of top two tiers. 

 W face: blind arcading 4 
bays with capitals, 
outward pointing chevron 
on arch only. 
 
No window. 
 

E face: as S face 
 
NE and SW corner of top 
2 tiers finished with one 
continuous roll moulding 
with no break for the 
string course. [photo 903, 
905] 
 

W face: as N face E face: as N face 

 N face: plain ashlars N face: plain  ashlars 
 

S face: plain ashlars (? 
this not visible from the 
ground) 

S face: plain ashlars 
SE corner no round 
moulding at all. 

 E face 
Plain ashlars, Door, 
square head, N of centre. 

W face: plain ashlars 
 
Door, square, head off-
centre near top 

E face: 
Plain ashlars. 
 
Door: square head, centre. 

W face: Blind arcading 3 
bays without capitals with 
one order of outward-
pointing chevron.  

SECOND TIER S face: overlapping blind 
arcading 3 bays with 
cushion capitals, no 
chevron, 2 tiers of blind 
arches in each of the 3 
bays 
 
[photo 904] 

S face: over lapping blind 
arcading 3 bays with 
cushion capitals, no 
chevron, 3 tiers of blind 
arches in each of the 3 
bays 
 
SW corner moulding rises 
from capital of blind 
arcading and passes 
through the string-course 
above. 

N face: overlapping blind 
arcading 3 bays with 
cushion capitals 
No chevron 
no blind arches 
Moulding on corners 
interrupted by string 
courses 
 
Base string course slopes 
out [photo 910] 

N. face: overlapping blind 
arcading 3 bays with 
cushion capitals, no 
chevron 
 
Round moulding on both 
quoins passes straight 
through into top tier. 

 W face: overlapping blind 
arcading 4 bays with 
cushion capitals, no 
chevron, 2 tiers of blind 
arches in each of the 4 
bays 
 
Round headed small 
window near top of 2nd 
bay 

E face: as S face  
 
NE corner moulding rises 
from capital of blind 
arcading and passes 
through the string course 
above. 

W face: overlapping blind 
arcading 3 bays with 
cushion capitals, no 
chevron. 
 
Roll moulding on corners 
terminates at string course 
above and below. 
 
Round-headed doorway in 
S bay of arcading. 

E face: as N face 

 N face: plain ashlars  N face: plain ashlars. 
Round-headed small 
window (for stair) 

S face: S face: plain ashlars. 
Has a corbel been 
removed? 
SW quoin – no round 
moulding 

 E face: plain ashlars (?) W face: plain ashlars E face: plain ashlar. Was 
there a corbel here? 

W face: plain ashlars.  
Corbel inserted at centre, 
predates parapet. 

DIMENSIONS 
MEASURED AT 
ROOF LEVEL 

3.4 x 3.1 metres 2.8 x 2.9 m 3.4 x 3.4 m 2.7 x 2.9 m 

SPIRE TYPE octagonal,  
shallow broached 

octagonal,  
shallow broached 

octagonal  
steep broached 

octagonal  
shallow broached 

SPIRE PARAPET plain moulding plain moulding spire overlapping parapet 
below 

plain moulding 
surmounted by 
crenellation course 



 

APPENDIX 3 

GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL: WOODEN STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
 

by Rowena Gale, Bachefield House, Kimbolton, Leominster HR6 0EP 
16th November 2006 

 
Introduction 
This report presents the identification of two samples of wood taken from the north-east turret 
of Gloucester Cathedral. Sample 9 was also assessed for radiocarbon dating and 
dendrochronology. 
 
Methods 
Both samples were extremely decayed and worm-eaten. The samples were prepared using 
standard methods (Gale and Cutler 2000). Anatomical structures were examined using 
transmitted light on a Nikon Labophot-2 compound microscope at magnifications up to x400 
and matched to prepared reference slides of modern wood.  The maturity of the wood was 
assessed (i.e., heartwood/ sapwood) and stem diameters recorded.   
 
Results 
Sample 9: elm (Ulmus sp.), sapwood 
 
This consisted of the end portion of a beam built into the structure, either as a roof timber of 
as scaffolding. The wood was structurally degraded and the outer surface very abraded and 
worm-eaten. The timber is probably from wide roundwood or narrow trunkwood but there 
was no evidence of the vascular cambium (wood/ bark interface) and it was difficult to assess 
its age. The (incomplete) timber measured 120mm in diameter at the widest point and 
included about 15 fairly wide (moderately fast-grown) growth rings. 
 
Dendrochronological dating requires the timber to have at least 50 growth rings (preferably 
including the outermost ring) and although there are long sequences of calibrated data for oak, 
few (if any) are available for elm. This timber is, therefore, not suitable for dendro-dating.  
Radiocarbon dating is certainly feasible. Although it is possible that the timber is not much 
more than 15 years old, a small area of wood from the outermost edge has been removed for 
dating to ensure the most accurate results. 
 
Sample 11: willow (Salix sp.)/ poplar (Populus sp.); willow and poplar are anatomically  

similar, especially in juvenile wood.  
 
The wood was obtained from a wooden wedge from the 14th century spire base. The sample 
included a short length of roundwood, measuring 18 x 22mm in diameter. Although the wood 
was extremely degraded and difficult to examine, it is probably less than 10 years old.   
 
References 
Gale, R. and Cutler, D. 2000 Plants in Archaeology. Otley/ London: Westbury Publishing  

and Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 
 
 
 



APPENDIX  4: LIST OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXTS 

NORTH TRANSEPT NORTH-EAST TURRET 
1 12th-century (probably) reused ashlar block with chamfer 
2 Rubble fill behind walls of stairwell 
3 Upper part of rubble fill behind walls of stairwell (rather looser than 2). Over (9) and (10). 
4 Floor of spire above vaulting slabs. Loose sandy grey rubble. 
5 Over 4. Victorian very hard mortar forming floor to cone. Angular chips of stone. 
6 Series of upright slabs about 4 cm thick forming upper wall of stair shaft. Fine tooling; one has 

been sawn. 
7 Oolite moulded block, exact profile of parapet lower course, reused in cone base. 78 cm wide. 
8 Stones of stairwell wall (presumed that these are not all as thin as (6). 
9 Wooden beam, plugged on outside with stone block. Northern one of 2. Very decayed indeed, 

but profile evident from packing around it.(which is 3).  
10 Wooden beam, plugged on outside with stone block. This is in better condition than (9) and has 

been cut through by the stair walls (6). A section from the west end of the beam has been kept. 
Its dimensions are 12.5 x 12 cm (4½ x 5 inches). 

 The two beams (9) and (10) are not parallel: this is not a surveying error. The tower plan is 
slightly irregular: not only is it rectangular rather than square but its corners are not precise right 
angles. 

11 A series of wooden wedges below the lower moulding of the parapet. Oak. One is cut from a 
branch about 2.5 cm diameter – there is a thin layer of sapwood visible all round. 

12 Lift 7, east side, 1st two bays of arcading: behind sill of arcade: various packing stones. Includes 
a piece of 14th- 15th-century ridge tile, glazed; a piece of tile with a flange (looks too thin for 
Roman). The stones behind which these were found are Victorian replacements. See Pascals 
drawing. 

13 Below (4). Rubble mortared with white mortar, with sparse but large charcoal inclusions. Some 
bird bones found in this (I think). Over (9) and (10). 

14. Sample of roof tiles taken from below string course, bedding for Victorian stringcourse 
replacement. 9mm thick, very smooth on outside, red fabric: 19th century. 

15. Green sandstone course observed by masons behind Victorian stringcourse. Sample taken.  
 
Mortar samples 
NTNET MS01 adhering to the Minchinhampton broaching stone. 
NTNET MS02 from layer (13) greyish white with sparse but very large charcoal bits. 
NTNET MS03 from layer (13) just above (9) 
NTNET MS04  from layer (13) 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
FROM:  Darden Hood, Director (mailto:mailto:dhood@radiocarbon.com) 
(This is a copy of the letter being mailed.  Invoices/receipts follow only by mail.) 
February 2, 2007 
 
Dr. Carolyn Heighway 
Past Historic 
6 Church Street 
King's Stanley 
Stonehouse 
Gloucestershire GL 10 3HW, UK 
 
RE: Radiocarbon Dating Result For Sample GLCATHNTNET9 
 
Dear Dr. Heighway:  
 
 Enclosed is the radiocarbon dating result for one sample recently sent to us. It provided plenty of 
carbon for an accurate measurement and the analysis proceeded normally.  The report sheet contains the 
method used, material type, and applied pretreatments and, where applicable, the two-sigma calendar 
calibration range. 
 
 This report has been both mailed and sent electronically.  All results (excluding some 
inappropriate material types) which are less than about 20,000 years BP and more than about ~250 BP 
include a calendar calibration page (also digitally available in Windows metafile (.wmf) format upon 
request).  Calibration is calculated using the newest (1998) calibration database with references quoted on 
the bottom of the page.  Multiple probability ranges may appear in some cases, due to short-term 
variations in the atmospheric 14C contents at certain time periods.  Examining the calibration graph will 
help you understand this phenomenon.   Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have questions about 
calibration. 
 
 We analyzed this sample on a sole priority basis.  No students or intern researchers who would 
necessarily be distracted with other obligations and priorities were used in the analysis.  We analyzed it 
with the combined attention of our entire professional staff. 
 
 Information pages are also enclosed with the mailed copy of this report.  If you have any specific 
questions about the analysis, please do not hesitate to contact us.   Someone is always available to answer 
your questions. 
 
 The cost of the analysis was charged to the VISA card provided.  A receipt is enclosed. Thank 
you.  As always, if you have any questions or would like to discuss the results, don’t hesitate to contact 
me. 
       Sincerely, 

mailto:dhood@radiocarbon.com


 
 
 
Dr. Carolyn Heighway Report Date: 2/2/2007 

Past Historic Material Received: 12/7/2006

 
 Sample Data       Measured   13C/12C         Conventional 
     Radiocarbon Age      Ratio     Radiocarbon Age(*) 

 
 
Beta - 224442         600 +/- 40 BP        -23.4 o/oo                     620 +/- 40 BP 
SAMPLE :  GLCATHNTNET9 
ANALYSIS : Radiometric-Standard delivery 
MATERIAL/PRETREATMENT :  (wood): acid/alkali/acid 
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION   :  Cal AD 1280 to 1410 (Cal BP 670 to 540) 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 



C ALIB RA TION  OF RAD IOC AR BON   AGE TO  CA LEND AR  YEARS
(Vari abl es :  C 13 /C 1 2= -23 .4 :l ab. m u lt = 1)

L a b orato ry n u m b er: B eta-2 24 44 2

C on v en ti on a l ra d io carb o n  ag e: 6 20 ±4 0 B P

2  S ig m a  cal ib ra ted  res u lt:
(9 5%  p ro b ab i li ty)

C al  AD  12 80  to 1 41 0 (C al  B P 670  to  54 0)

Int ercep t da ta

Int e rcept s o f radi ocarbo n ag e
w it h ca l ib rat io n cu rve : C al  AD  13 10  (C al B P  6 40 ) and

C al  AD  13 60  (C al B P  5 90 ) and
C al  AD  13 90  (C al B P  5 60 )

1  S ig m a ca li bra ted  resu lt :
(6 8%  pro babi li ty )

C al  AD  13 00  to  14 00  (C al BP  66 0 t o 5 50 )

4985 S.W.  74th Cour t, Miam i,  F lorida 33155 • T el: (30 5)667-5167 • Fax: (305)663-0964 • E-Mail: be ta@r adiocarbon.com
B eta  Ana ly tic Ra dioc a rbo n D ating La bora tory

Ta lma ,  A .  S. , V o gel,  J .  C. , 19 93 , R ad iocar bo n 35 (2),  p31 7-3 22
A S im plified A ppr oa ch to Ca libr ating  C14  D a tes
M ath em atics

IntC al04 : Calibr atio n Iss ue  of  R ad iocar bo n (V olu m e 4 6,  n r 3,  200 4).  
IN T C AL 0 4 Ra dioca rb on  A ge  Ca lib ra t io n
Ca lib ra tio n  D a ta ba se

INT C A L0 4
D atab as e  u s ed

R eferences:

R
a

dio
ca

rb
on

 a
ge

 (B
P)

4 80

5 00

5 20

5 40

5 60

5 80

6 00

6 20

6 40

6 60

6 80

7 00

7 20

7 40

W ood
7 60

Cal AD
1 260 1 280 1 300 1320 1340 136 0 138 0 140 0 142 0

6 20± 40 BP
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